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Proposal & Purpose

Proposal

Novartis has expressed interest in a short assessment and follow-up engagement with 
baseline metrics and an Agile roadmap as the output, which will be acted upon as part of the 
follow-up engagement. 

For your Agile Transformation, we recommend our engagement follow the path of our Real 
Agility Program – Assessment Track, which will meet the needs in producing the roadmap as 
outlined below. 

The primary assessment tool is our Real Agility Assessment (RAA) which is an online tool that
measures 5 main dimensions of corporate culture and provides recommendations on 3-5 key 
areas of focus that will deliver immediate direction in terms of your Agile transformation 
initiative.

The roadmap will focus on following considerations (but not necessarily limited to these);

• Measure current maturity level and determine key areas for immediate incremental 

improvement,

• Design alignment of the cross-functional Launch Brand team to the RAA findings, 

including outlining day-to-day roles and responsibilities,

• Design a program to “mature” the effectiveness of the Team,

• Create a plan to “level-up” the current Agile team and individuals, insure that Agile 

principles are followed, and close any potential skills gaps,

• Outline a model of transparency that will assist the Business side in their abilities with 

decision making, managing the quality of data and leveraging this to increase the 
competitiveness of the organization.

After the assessment, a further consulting engagement to implement the recommendations 
in the report can be engaged upon, with a frequency that is TBD. 

We generally recommend 2-3 days per week at the onset, for approximately 2 weeks, whereby 
the frequency can be more finely tuned to the needs of the Team.

Expansion beyond the initial Launch Brand can be considered, however it is not in scope of 
this initial Proposal.
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Assessment Track – Activities

Developing the Report includes the following activities performed by Berteig Consultants.

     1  Data Gathering:

         Observe Your Teams and Team Environments (Virtually)◦

         Online Survey Distributed to Your Management and Staff [See below]◦

         Limited facilitated Workshops with Staff, Management and Stakeholders (Virtually)◦

         Limited interviews with Staff and Management (Virtually)◦

          

     2  Assessment:

         Business and Management Metrics◦

         Management and Governance Processes (e.g. CMM/I, PMBoK, COBIT)◦

         Technical Processes◦

         Management and Technical Tools◦

         Organization Structure◦

          

     3  Analysis:

         Root Cause of Challenges at Novartis◦

         Key Strengths of Your People, Processes and Products◦

         Critical Obstacles for Issue Resolution◦

          

     4  Report Creation and Delivery:

         ◦ The Report will provide a basic level of Analysis and Assessment that will enable 
Novartis to execute on initial findings. The Report will leverage Novartis’s desired Agile 
organizational structure, and provide recommendations on the best pathways forward, 
with the goal of maturing aspects and processes
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Online Survey

Real Agility Assessment (RAA)

All staff and middle-managers in scope (approximately 30 people) will fill in the Real Agility 
Assessment (RAA) survey. This survey provides basic cultural information relevant to Real 
Agility. The RAA survey takes approximately 5-10 minutes to complete.

The Berteig Consultant(s) will use the results of the RAA to guide the Real Agility Program – 
Assessment Track. 

Summary results from the RAA will be generated and provided in the Report.

This Report forms the starting point of the consulting/coaching/training engagement.

Deliverables

Berteig Consultants, will work (virtually) with the Team for three (3) calendar days for the Real 
Agility Program – Assessment Track. 

We anticipate that 1 Senior Consultant will be required for the Assessment. A large portion of 
the assessment may require data analysis and report generation which can be done remotely 
and will require an additional 3 calendar days. 

The time required may or may not consist of consecutive days.

It is important to note that Novartis leadership must support the effectiveness of the 
Consultant's work by making themselves available during the Assessment week.

The following outline will be used in creating the Report, which is the primary deliverable for 
the Real Agility Program – Assessment Track:

    1. Executive Summary

    2. Assessment Data Summary

    3. Analysis of Assessment Data

    4. Three-to-Six Month Improvement Roadmap

    5. Detailed Coaching Plan

6. Recommended Management Support
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Suggested Schedule

TBD

Financial Details

Real Agility Assessment Rate $5,000 + tax

Consulting Daily Rates

Jerry Doucett - Sr. Consultant  Team Level $1,500 + tax

Management Level $1,875 + tax

David Vicentin – Sr. Consultant Team Level $1,250 + tax

Management Level $2,000 + tax

Mishkin Berteig – Partner Executive Level $3,750 + tax

Training Rates

TBD and it will be discounted off of regular priced Public Training rates, regardless if the 
Training is individual or group, Public or Private for Novartis. Discounts will apply in all cases 
for Trainings.

All prices are exclusive of applicable taxes and expenses.  BERTEIG will request pre-approval 
of any expenses.

Contact Information

BERTEIG provides a contact person for engagement management:

Name: Mark Kalyta | mark.kalyta@berteig.com | Mobile: 289-395-1856
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About BERTEIG 

Vision 

We co-create sustainable, high-performance organizations where continuous improvement is 
deeply embedded in the culture. We believe truthfulness is the foundation of improvement, 
and love is the strongest driver of change. 

Values 

Berteig ... 

• contributes to an ever-advancing civilization,

• strives to create unity in diversity,

• helps people orient their work lives towards service,

• participates in a discourse on the social structures of work and industry, 

• is a learning organization, and 

• grows organically through systematic capacity building. 

We believe that truthfulness is the foundation of improvement and that love is the strongest 
driver of change. 

We work hard to live this culture with mutual affection and personal support, teamwork, 
transparency, an inclusive economy and a spirit of service to humanity. 

We agree to uphold this culture as the primary standard of success. 

Our website is www.berteig.com
Our blog is www.agileadvice.com
Our public training is found at www.worldmindware.com 
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